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ABSTRACT
The desegregation process has pinpointed areas of

curriculum reform that are needed to help establish quality
integrated educational experiences. A racial and ethnic mix is only a
beginning. Institutional procedures have become established in
schools which may prohibit the realization of the goal of integrated
education. School systems should establish a planned strategy for
change to displace those practices that act as barriers. Such a
strategy might include (1) an acceptance and understanding of the
problom, (2) a program for staff development, (3) the curriculum as a
multiethnic mirror, (4) a study of the testing and grouping
procedures, (5) student involvement, and (6) evaluation. A brief,
suggested reading list is provided. (Author)
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A MODEL FOR CURRICULUM INTERVENTION
IN THE DESEGREGATION - INTEGRATION PROCESS

Institutional change is a slow, arduous, and painful

process, reluctantly accepted by some and resis=ted by most.

In the twenty years since Brown, a generation of student-

citizens has witnessed a resistance to change on the part of

the larger society relative to school desegregation and has

shared In the doubts of many the wisdom of the 1954 Supreme

Court ruling. Nevertheless, the Courts have been tenacious

In the process of legally disestablishing dual school systems

throughout most of the South and significant inroads have

been made In many parts of the North.

It is not the purpose of this paper to review the

processes and events that preceded desegregated education,

but to consider those areas that appear to need attention in

order to provide quality Integrated education in desegregated

schools.

Desegregation does not guaraniee quality education; it

only provides the circumstances under which quality Integrated

education can be achieved. In fact, having a racial and ethnic

mix may contain the ingredients which specifically Inhibit

the realization of quality Integrated education, since this

condition does not mirror or simulate many analogous circum-

stances-from -the larger society and Imposes on the afiseted
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participants an experience that it sociologically unnatural,

since everyday living has been commonly nxperienced In social

segregation rather than desegregation. The process of school

desegregation has brought together in an institution originally

designed for ethnic homogeneity, people who are unaccustomed

to speaking and listening to each other about basic human

qualities. School desegregation has also brought together

people with well-founded or mythical fears, frustrations,

and mistrusts regarding people from other ethnic groups. In

most cases school desegregation has happened suddenly and

without preparation and the resulting Institutional shock has

illuminated the need for individual and institutional change.

Individual change since preconceived notions about the nature

of people many times are distorted because of the cultural

context of the beholder; Institutionally, because many of

the practices and procedures that worked well under segregated

conditions now threaten ihe very existence of the institution

itself.

The following sections will discuss those areas that

the writer feels are crucial and need specific attention as

school systems move toward the goal of quality integrated

education. The areas that will be discussed are not ones

that necessarily have been identified as a result of controlled

research, but from several years working with school systems

searching for ways to move along the continuum from desegre-

gation {a physical condition) to Integration (a psychological

c4,ndltion).
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I. Communication

Perhaps 1 -he greatest challenge for education today

is to create educational environments where solid trust

relationships are encouraged and allowed to develop between

and among ethnic groups. It cannot be assumed that these

trust relationships will happen merely because people of

differing backgrounds are attending the same school. There

must be a planrvad program that has as its primary goal the

facilitation of positive inquiry about fears, behaviors, and

goals of others, whereby human qualities of all members are

legitimize(' and the inhibiting factors of negative cultural

stereotyping are recognized and buried. No where is the

challenge greater than in the d4segregated school to maintain

and nurture the identity of the Individual and to disestablish

a system that might othemiise cause minority groups to feel

As visitors in a foreign country.

Such a planned program must include all rolo groups

within the educational setting. To exclude teachers, for

example, would deemphasize the importance of the goal and

In all likelihood prevent students from observing a frame of

reference from which to model their own behavior. To exclude

administrators would cause teachers and staff to question the

importance of the program; and to exclude students would be

to deprive them of opportunities to gain' an understanding of

the human goals of others.
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The Importance of such a planned program is that it

builds into the system a new set of skills that has the

potential of changing the ethos or character of the system,

and reflects an Inherent quality which conveys acceptance of

all individuals and groups.

II. Pupil Assignment

A second area that needs specific attention is the

procedures used to place youngsters in the school for the

educational experience. This refers specifically to the testing

and grouping procedures which are used fairly universally in

the educational system. There ern decisions made about human

potential based on test results that are probably Invalid for

all ethnic groups. However, in a desegregated school, when

test scores are used as a means of ablWy grouping children,

it results in labeling low achieving children at an early

age and locks them into an educational track that is impossible

to overcome. For many of the less advantaged children the

cumulative effect Is overwhelming'and virtually predestines

them to educational experiences that disallow human and

academic potential. Desegregated schools are marked by wide

ranges of Individual differences and school o:'icials should

be (mare of the fact that many of the testing and evaluative

procedu'res commonly used have the same fallacies as the

system-liself and many times results In a segregating process-
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In the schools analogous to de jury segregation in the larger

society.

A school system dedicated to quality integrated education

should be exploring and implementing means to overcome barriers

which deter achieving this goal. There is little doubt that

many of the grouping and tracking procedures as used are

Institutionalized deterrents to quality Integrated education

and should be changed or modified so that all youngsters have

equal access to participate in the mainstream of the school.

In any plan for student assignment, the plan Itself

does not assure Individual success. It should assure, however,

that the internal segregation of the races is not possible

and that the classroom is where children of all abil!ties and

backgrounds a:121 given opportunities to learn about each other;

where fears and frustrations can be met and dealt with; where

attitudinal changes can take place; and where children are

able to acquire a respect and understanding of all groups.

In order 4-o assure Individual success In such a class-

room as described above, one must look to the individual child

from myriad ways to assess his learning style and to determine

an educational plan Just for him. It Is on this basis that

teaching has the opportunity to become a true profession In

which diagnosis and prescription are individual matters rather

than group matters and Individual differences are encouraged

rather than discouraged.

T.
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A third area of concern in the desegregation-Integration

process is the academic curriculum. One only has to visit In

various schools around the nation to realize there is a

"national curriculum" of sorts. There is an amazing'uniformity

of curriculum In schools over a period of time and the expanse

of geography. This Is especially true of the subject matter

content and the teaching methods employed. Almost universally

the academic curriculum Is determined by to tbook companies

with teaching methods prescribed by the accompanying teachers'

manuals. National test scores reveal that teachers do a good

job with children from advantaged backgrounds when this method

is employed. However when the same content is used with

children from less advantaged backgrounds, test scores show

that the same teachers fall rather miserably.

The curriculum must become the vehicle for letting

all become aware of what their human potential is, and not just

those from backgrounds where life's experiences are more in

alignment with white middle class schools. This means the

selection of content to which all youngsters are able to

relate. it means a variety of contents that give learners

feedback about themselves from an historical and cultural

point Of-View; It-would be-wrong to conclude that-for a

school to achleva quality Integrated education all old content

and teaching strategies have to be discarded. Howevero-it
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can be concluded that academic curriculum should be a mirror

to learners, revealing how they fit into the scheme of civili-

zation, their contributions to it In the past and their potential

contributions In the future.

Thu first step to solving this problem is to desegregate

the curriculum. This means more than having a black studies

course or black history week. It means that schools must pay

particular attention to curricular sequencing of experience,

starting the first day youngsters enter school so all can

develop a psychological identification with the Institution.

For too many years Blacks and other minorities have had

little reason to feel comfortable with the white curriculum.

in an integrated school each parson "sees" himself In the

academic mirror.

IV. EAtracurricular Activities

Desegregation many times means that students attend

schools outside their home communities. They are tied to

bus schedUips and have few opportunities tolpIrticipate In

the extra activities of the school It Is not enough to point

with pride to a well integrated football team or a student

council made up of "A" students, There must be ways found

to allow greater student involvement In all aspects of the

mainstream of the school. Affirmative action to see that

all Oungsters have the equal opportunity of participating



should be part of the planned strategy.to move a desegregated

school to an integrated school. In fact, the disruptive

behavior displayed by students in years past can be traced

directly to feelings of alienation brought on by the fact

that many students do not feel accepted as part of the school

and are, in fact, considered unwanted intruders. In an

integrated school Its not "their school" but "our school."

V. The Roles of School Personnel

Institutional change means that people in the system

must change. There must be a realization that the status quo

is not gcod enough and there must be a constant searching for

more viable means to pre: mote effective leadership that will

result in positive learning for all students.

Instituting change io a school system is not easy and

entails a good deal of risk on each individual's part. School

boards and superintendents must exert positive leadership,

many times in the face of commlnity resistence; principals must

learn a leadership style that encourages grassroot involvement

of students, teachers, and community; teachers must find

content and teaching strategies Ippropriate for individual

learning styles and ethnic backgrounds; and students must be

Involved in the change process, learning new and more appropriate

ways of rolaHng to people who are different from themselves.

-In a desegregated school -all' the social problems of

the larger society can be found;w1,-NA the four_walls. -It is
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here where attitudes and feelings are sped up and exert

themselves; Its here where fears and frustrations are vented

toward the perceived reasons for the frustrations. Persons

who fail to recognize that they must find new solutions to

problems in a desegregated school can expect unrewarding

professional experiences at the least, and must accept some

of the responsibility for the demise of tremendous human

pbtentlal.

VI, Community Involvement

The need for strategies designed to involve communities

in helping solve educational problems has been long recognized.

by lay and educational leaders. Desegregation has caused the

solution to this need to become one that cannot be left to

chance, since the very social pressures that caused segregation

in the first place prevent Blacks and other minority groups

from participating In educational affairs. The result is

that educational decisions are made for rather than with

groups. A good policy Is one that allows all affected groups

to give input to educational decisions. Such processes and

policies will provide much greater assurances that the problems

occasioned by desegregation will be accurately Identified

and solved and that all groups will have feelings of "ownership"

relating to school goals and the means for attaining them.

A school-system IntereSted in moving toward achieving quality-

Integrated education Must recognize the need for affirmative
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action programs that facilitate communication between and

among community groups and school personnel and to insure

community participation in advising school officials on pos-

sible alternative solutions to problems.

VII. A Strategy for Change

It is the nature of institutions over a period of

time to become resistent to rather than open to change.

Positive change does not come about willy-nilly, but will

only result from a planned strategy with specific objectives

and the means to bring about the desired results. This means

time and effort for study In which the total resources of the

school are critically analyzed and barriers to change. are

removed.

There are at least three specific things that will

help solve many of the problems mentioned previously in

moving from desegregation to integration. The first is an

acceptance of the problems Inherent In a desegregated school.

A major problem with many is that there is not a recognition

that there are problems. However, it is reasonable to con-

clude that If the school is a microcosm of the larger society,

the same problems are inherent within it and should be dealt

with positively and honestly. Acceptance of problems is the

very first step In making a desegregated school a more humane

place to be.



Secondly, there should be adoption of affirmative

action. Affirmative action implies goals and strategies for

change when problems are recognized and where ail roll groupf,

have opportunities for dialogue and exchange of ideas. It

also means that change is allowed and encouraged,by virtue of

a restructuring of the reward system in which rewards are

provided for creative endeavors.

Thirdly, there should be the adoption of a cooperative

attitude. The climate of a school can act as a catalyst or

deterrent to change. More importantly, the climate of the

school acts as a model for communicating expected behaviors

from students. In a cooperative climate, trust relationships

are able to evolve and the school can become an open access

school in which learning Is an exciting adventure for all- -

administrators, teachers, and students.

Curriculum, in its broadest sense, Is all the experiences

provided youngsters by the school. It is impossible to

change one subsystem of the school without knoWing there will

be a reaction from another. Therefore, when a model for

curriculum intervention In the desegregation-Integration

process Is deVeloped, there must)-by necessity, be consideration

-for'tolal Institutional change. The desegregation-process has

'pinpointed areas-of nested school-reform to achieve quality

Ihtegrated ed4Cation. Aradiel and ethnic mix-16 only a

bebihning) and A-Planned itret0600rf'thandis shbolelhoWd0
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within the model the following components, each with equal

importance to all others:

I. An ongoing program to facilitate communication

and human relations intraschool.

2. An ongoing inservlce program for professional

skill development.

3. A study and revision of the methods and pro-

cedures used for pupil assignment.

4. The development of multiethnic curriculum

content and materials.

5. The development of extracurricular programs

that are accessible to all youngsters in

the school.

6. A program of student governance.

7. A program for community involvement,

8. An ongoing process evaluation by all role

groups to determine the degree to which the

goals of Integrated education are being achieved.
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